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This electronic version of InfraStructures is
made available for the sole purpose of giving our
English speaking readers a taste of the original
printed version of the magazine.

We will try to publish as much of the editorial
content of the printed version as it is possible
given the technical limitations.
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Until recently, InfraStructures has been read mainly by French speaking
users of heavy machinery.

Over the last seven years, InfraStructures has become a leader in its
field. First by becoming the only magazine covering all aspects of the
industry published in French in Canada. Then by being the first to publish all
its editorial content on the web, and also by being the only construction
magazine, published in French, having a significant readership outside the
Province of Quebec.

For many years, we have received requests for an English version of
InfraStructures. Technical limitations, and the lack of advertising revenue
have prevented us from publishing such a magazine in print. Now, with the
extent of the use of Internet by professionals, we feel that the time as come
for a portable digital file (.pdf) version of InfraStructures in English.

While the content of the English version differs slightly from the original,
most of the important news will be published in English. In the near future,
more and more of the content of the original will be translated into English.

With over 500 visitors per day on average, spending over 13 minutes per
visit, the website of InfraStructures in one of the most important sites of this
kind. More than two thirds of the visitors come from outside Canada. With
the English version of the magazine available on the web, visitors from
outside will find it easier to enjoy the magazine.

Hoping to hear your comments,

CONSTRUCTION • TRAVAUX PUBLICS • RESSOURCES NATURELLES
Welcome to InfraStructures

Pro-Mix Transport Inc., a newcomer in the concrete industry, will offer its

fleet of eight brand new Mack Granite trucks to other concrete producers.

Pro-Mix Transport Inc. is based on the south shore of Montreal, Quebec.

Cover page :
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bers with 2002 achievement awards at its eighth

Annual Convention held January 23 to 25, 2003 in

Tampa, Florida.

"The achievements of these members reflect

the growth and the strength of the Network as

one of the most solid and dynamic groups in the

North American steel industry," said Pierre

Arcand, president of Steel Plus Network. "This

organization is a major asset to steel fabricators." 

This year's recognition for Fabricator Member

of the Year was awarded to Nico Métal of Trois-

Rivières, QC. Trump Iron Works, of Crown Point,

IN, was honored as Steel Plus Technology User of

the Year. The Rookie of the Year award, given to

one of the group's new members, was presented

to Russellville Steel of Russellville, Arkansas.

Project of the Year, awarded to one of four unique

projects, was presented to Steel Fabricators, Inc.

of Fort Lauderdale, FL, for the Palm Beach

County Convention Center, FL.

The most prestigious of the group's awards,

the Bob Coffey Award, was given to David

Oulton, Marid Industries, Halifax, NS, one of Steel

Plus Network's charter members. The award is

given in honor of Bob Coffey, a well-known

Canam Steel Corporation vice president who died

in 1998. Oulton, the company president, was rec-

ognized for embodying the spirit of Steel Plus

Network by subcontracting with fellow members,

showing customer loyalty to Canam, and sharing

his expertise in the steel industry by chairing

many trade committees and projects.

Steel Plus Network offers its structural steel

fabrication members, innovative services to

increase their competitiveness and sales volume.

Steel Plus network has 141 fabricator members

and 60 supplier members in Canada and the

United States.

Steel Plus Network is a division of The Canam

Manac Group, Inc., an industrial company spe-

cializing in the fabrication of steel components,

semitrailers, and forestry equipment. The Group

operates 20 plants, in Canada, the United States

and Mexico, and employs more than 4,500

people. Sales for 2001 reached US$715 million.

Source: Steel Plus Network

CNH Launches Used Equipment Locator
for Case IH and New Holland Brands
Worldwide

CNH Global N.V. announced recently the global

implementation of its Used Equipment Locator

system, as an integral part of its multi-brand,

multi-distribution agricultural strategy.  Initially

available in North America, the full implementation

of the program for the Case IH, New Holland and

Steyr dealers is expected to be completed by the

end of 2003 with complete functionality in

Something New for Concrete Producers
Pro-Mix Transport Inc. “the solution for fleet

management”, a company created recently and

directed by Dany Laflamme, chose Mack Trucks

for the acquisition of eight concrete mixer trucks

intended for hiring. This new fleet, made up of

four semi-trailers and four twelve-wheelers, will be

the ideal tool for concrete producers allowing

them to answer the demand in peak periods.

Source: Pro-Mix Transport Inc.

Dany Laflamme, (514) 977-3277

Five Steel Industry Leaders Recognized
at Steel Plus Network Convention in
Florida

Steel Plus Network honored five of its mem-

In the News...In the News...

A New Bobcat on the ProwlA New Bobcat on the Prowl
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nine languages.

"The Used Equipment Locator system is the

most comprehensive and sophisticated currently

available in the industry." said Will Bushell, Global

Re-Marketing Manager.  "Professional manage-

ment and inventory control of used equipment

has never been so vital to dealers as it is today.

Our quality used equipment is being sought after

by more and more customers.  This system will

help our dealers and us match the supply with

that demand, while helping to improve all aspects

of inventory management and capital tied to used

equipment."

Following a successful pilot program, involving

approximately 400 New Holland dealers, CNH has

partnered with Tom Rowe & Associates for the

implementation of the Used Equipment Locator.

This substantially enhanced, brand-specific busi-

ness system allows dealers to display all their

used machinery whether available for sale now, or

arriving at a future date, irrespective of model,

type or manufacturer.

The Used Equipment Locator allows dealers to

display full specifications and multiple pho-

tographs of any machine placed into the system,

giving potential customers unrivalled remote-

inspection capabilities.  The detailed search

engine offers a selection of more than 40 parame-

ters such as brand, equipment type, specification,

age, horsepower, geography and price.  In addi-

tion the system can be used for inventory and

sales team management.  It provides multiple

reporting tools, historical data archiving, customer

profiling and will be linked to other business sys-

tems to maximize and simplify its use.

The Used Equipment Locator site can be

accessed via the www.newholland.com or

www.caseih.com homepages, following the link

for used equipment or by using the Dealer

Locator to find the used equipment or dealer

nearest to you.

Source: CNH Global N.V.

Government of Quebec Selects Motorola
Digital Radio System

The Government of Quebec has signed a

US$35 million contract with Motorola for a new,

state-of-the-art VHF ASTRO(R)25 Multicast com-

munications system. The first of its kind in

Canada, the system is part of Motorola's exten-

sive portfolio of integrated communications and

information solutions to address mission-critical

public safety and security requirements world-

wide.

The area-wide system is slated for installation

at the end of 2003, with final system acceptance

projected for year-end 2005. It will provide ser-

vices to an estimated 10,000 mobile and portable

two-way radios and use Motorola Centracom

Elite™ dispatch consoles housed in numerous

dispatch locations.

Quebec's new system will provide coverage

over 125,000 square miles and serve a population

of more than seven million people. All Quebec

government departments and public safety agen-

cies, including Surete du Quebec (Provincial

Police), will have access to the system.

"Interoperability is the overriding benefit of the

new system," said Rick Good, Motorola

Communications and Electronics, Inc. vice presi-

dent. "Once the system is implemented and

online, all government and public safety agencies

in Quebec will have the ability to communicate

with each other and coordinate their responses to

routine and emergency calls more efficiently than

ever before."

The new system will also be capable of inter-

facing with Hydro-Quebec's Motorola SmartZone

system that was deployed in the mid-1990's,

thus, if ever required extending the system's com-

TTrue Zero True Zero Tailail
Swing withSwing with
VViO SeriesiO Series

We Beat The Competition With
¥ True Zero Tail Swing
¥ Hydraulic Quick Coupler
¥ Patented Off-Set Track Design
¥ Super Comfort Cab

VICTAS
ViO Crawler
Technology
Advanced
Stability

The offset track
system offers more

stability without
increasing track width

Hydraulic Quick Coupler
¥ Attachment Changes Made Easily

From The Cab
¥ Fits Most Manufacturers

Attachments

ViO15 ViO20 ViO27 ViO35 ViO40 ViO50 ViO75Variable
Undercarriage

Super
Mini B08-3

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT DEPT.
951 Corporate Grove Drive
Buffalo Grove IL 60089-4508, U.S.A.
TEL: 847/541-1900  FAX: 847/541-2161
WEBSITE: www.yanmar.com

YANMAR-YOUR BEST PARTNER FOR THE FUTURE
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munications reach.

"The Government of Quebec and its public

safety agencies will dramatically improve their

communications capability with Quebec's new

ASTRO system," said Good. "We look forward to

working with them to design and implement a

communications solution that will deliver immea-

surable value to its users, as well as to the citi-

zens it serves, well into the future."

Source: Motorola, Inc.

SNC-Lavalin Acquires Texas-Based GDS
Engineers

SNC-Lavalin is pleased to announce that it has

acquired GDS Engineers, a Texas-based engi-

neering firm of 500 employees which generates

approximately US$50 million in annual revenues.

GDS Engineers provides services to the refin-

ing, chemical and petrochemical industries,

including detailed engineering, procurement and

construction management.

"Together with our existing operations in

Houston, this acquisition gives us a vital and sig-

nificant presence at the heart of the U.S. oil and

gas industry," said Krish Krishnamoorthy,

Executive Vice-President responsible for SNC-

Lavalin's Chemicals and Petroleum sector. "The

acquisition is in line with our strategy to recognize

the importance of Houston as a key client base,

and as a focal point for our global oil and gas

operations."

GDS Engineers was founded in Houston, Texas

in the early 1950s. Its employees now form an

important addition to the existing expertise at

SNC-Lavalin's Chemicals and Petroleum sector.

GDS Engineers, which currently operates out of

offices in Houston, Texas City and Baytown,

Texas, has various existing services contracts

with major oil and gas companies.

"We believe our combined forces will signifi-

cantly expand and enhance our range of services

for our clients, while maintaining our reputation

for excellent service, cost control and innovation,"

said former GDS Engineers Chairman of the

Board, James Waltz.

SNC-Lavalin is one of the leading groups of

engineering and construction companies in the

world, and a key player in facilities and operations

management. The SNC-Lavalin companies

employ approximately 15,000 people in offices

across Canada and in the U.S., and in 30 other

countries around the world and are currently

working in some 100 countries.

Source: SNC-Lavalin

Autocar Announces Broad Offering of
Vocational Engines

Autocar announced a landmark expansion of

engine offerings in 2004 Xpeditor WX, WXR and

WXLL low-cab-over engine (LCOE) truck models.

According to Autocar vice president of sales and

marketing Mike Popovich, the introduction of

these new options in the Xpeditor line is the first

stage of an engine program that will result in the

broadest range of LCOE engine offerings in the

industry. 

“In fact, we are the only manufacturer of LCOE

trucks to offer a full range of 7-, 8-, 9-, 10- and

11-liter engines to its customers,” Popovich adds.

“And, just like the Xpeditor, all these engines are

known for their ability to provide reliable service in

the toughest conditions.” 

According to Popovich, this radical expansion

of Autocar engine options for vocational markets

may lead many prospects to take a more serious

look at the advantages of using LCOE trucks in

their operations.

Specially engineered “V-rated” engines from

Cummins will include the ISM-EGR 285V in rat-

ings of 285 hp with 1050 lb. ft. of torque and the
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loader market continues to evolve with the RC-

100, a machine that has no peer," said Brad

Lemke, ASV's director of new product develop-

ment. 

The RC-100, which has a lift height of 125

inches, also features the most advanced hydraulic

system available in its class and a high efficiency

load-sensing system. Two-speed drive motors

propel the machine at travel speeds of up to 10

mph. The hydraulic system provides up to 38 gal-

lons per minute (gpm) to the standard high flow

auxiliary circuit on demand or 20 gpm to the low

flow circuit. The new Caterpillar® 3054C turbo-

charged diesel engine delivers 100 horsepower

and gives the RC-100 304 foot pounds of engine

torque, more than any other rubber-tracked

loader. 

For operator convenience, the RC-100 comes

equipped with a hydraulically-activated quick-

attach for easy connection to attachments. A tilt-

up ROPS operator cab allows easy service access

to the hydraulic system. The new cab also

ISM-EGR 320V in ratings of 320 hp with 1150 lb.

ft of torque. Both engines will be available in the

Xpeditor WXLL model in May, the WX in June and

WXR in July. Cummins ISM V-rated engines are

specifically engineered for severe-duty vocational

vehicles. The Cummins EGR engines are fully

compliant with October 2003 emissions stan-

dards, making Autocar the first LCOE truck manu-

facturer to offer them. 

Autocar will also offer the Caterpillar C-10

diesel fuel bridge engine and the C-10 dual-fuel

version. The C-10, an engine with a very success-

ful track record in tough applications, is rated at

305 hp with 1050 lb. ft of torque. It will be avail-

able in WX models beginning in June and in the

WXR in July. 

All 2004 Xpeditor models with these engine

offerings will be built beginning in mid-March at

Autocar’s new manufacturing facility in

Hagerstown, Indiana.

For more information on Autocar products, or

to find the dealer near you, log on to www.auto-

cartruck.com.

Source: Autocar

Canam Manac’s Structal Division
Awarded $11.5 Million Contract in Alberta

Structal, the heavy structural steel division of

The Canam Manac Group, announced that it had

been awarded a $11,500,000 contract for the fab-

rication and installation of beams for the con-

struction of two bridges that will span 1,200 feet

over the North Saskatchewan River in Edmonton,

Alberta. This is the largest bridge contract

obtained by this division. Structal's plant in

Quebec City will fabricate the project.

The contact awarded by Peter Kiewit & Sons

Co. Ltd for the Alberta Ministry of Transportation

includes the fabrication and installation of 5,400

tons of structural steel. The 104 beams will be 13

feet high and will vary between 70 and 140 feet in

length with a weight of between 45 to 65 tons

each. Steel fabrication will begin in June 2003

and the installation will be completed in April

2004. These enormous steel beams will be deliv-

ered by railway and will require 140 railcars to

transport the pieces to Alberta.

Over the last several years, the Structal plant in

Quebec City has produced a number of heavy

structural steel projects of this type including the

new access ramps at Lester B. Pearson Airport in

Toronto and several sections of the Boston Artery

Tunnel. 

Source: The Canam Manac Group

ASV Introduces New RC-100 Rubber
Tracked All Surface Loader

"The all surface loader and the entire compact



from Herrenknecht (Schwanau, Germany) in

February 2002. The Single Gripper Tunnel Boring

Machines (ø 9.56m, weight w/o backup system

1,200t each) will excavate and secure the Eastern

tube (11,350m) and Western tube (11,350m) at

the Gotthard Base Tunnel from Amsteg until the

next heading Sedrun.

The workshop assembly of the Gripper TBM

(Herrenknecht S-229) for the Eastern tube was

completed as scheduled. Representatives of the

JV AGN are accepting the machine in the pres-

ence of the contractor AlpTransit Gotthard AG

(ATG) in Schwanau today. Afterwards, the tun-

nelling giant will be disassembled immediately. It

will be pre-assembled from the middle of March

2003 at the tunnel portal on the jobsite AGN and

then completed in the assembly cavern in the

mountain. At the end of May 2003, the Tunnel

Boring Machine will start the excavation of the

Eastern tube from Amsteg to Sedrun. The second

Gripper TBM (Herrenknecht S-230) for the

Western tube will start three months later.

Herrenknecht AG has its own subsidiary

(Herrenknecht Schweiz AG) in Amsteg, located in

close proximity of the jobsite of the JV AGN. The

company with its own workshop has currently a

staff of 35 employees. Due to the NEAT projects

in Switzerland, the current excavations at

Loetschberg as well as the Gotthard, the staff

number is planned to increase. Based on the

cooperation with the RUAG in Altdorf

(Switzerland), which is operating as a subsupplier

of cutters (TBM excavating tools), utilization and

employment efficiency can be achieved and

increased in Switzerland.

Four Herrenknecht Gripper TBM will be in

operation at the Gotthard Base Tunnel, the

longest railroad tunnel worldwide with a total

length of 2 x 57km. They will excavate a total of

75 kilometers of tunnel through the mountain.

Source: Herrenknecht AG

includes an integrated air conditioning-heater

option. 

"This machine beats the competition every-

where, whether they have wheels or tracks," said

Lemke. "From pavement to dirt to mud, the RC-

100 increases productivity." 

The R-Series All Surface Loaders are sold

through independent equipment dealers in the

U.S., Canada, Australia and New Zealand. 

To learn more about ASV and its unique

rubber-tracked products such as the RC-100, or

to find the nearest dealer, visit the Company's

web site at www.asvi.com. 

ASV designs, manufactures and sells all-

season, track-drive vehicles and related acces-

sories and attachments. With its patented

Maximum Traction and Support System(TM)

undercarriage, ASV leads all rubber-tracked, all-

purpose crawlers in technology and innovation.

ASV's products traverse nearly any terrain with

minimal damage to the ground, making them

effective in industries such as construction, land-

scaping and agriculture. 

Source: ASV, Inc.

Ready for Amsteg. The assembly of the
first Gripper Tunnel Boring Machine for
the Gotthard Base Tunnel North is
completed.

The joint venture AGN, consisting of Murer AG

(Erstfeld, Switzerland) and Strabag AG

(Spittal/Drau, Austria), ordered two Hard Rock

Tunnel Boring Machines for the Gotthard Base

Tunnel North (tunnel section “Amsteg-Sedrun”)

InfraStructures March 2003 — page 8
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Since its formation eighteen months ago,

Sandvik Rock Processing has been actively

engaged in developing and extending its range of

crushing and screening products. Sandvik Rock

Processing demonstrates its focus and leadership

in crushing and screening through its display, by

providing complete coverage including the three

styles of crushers – Jaw, Cone and Impact,

Inclined Screening, Screening Media, together

with several exciting developments on automa-

tion.

Advice and information will be readily available

in several languages covering the equipment on

show, together with products that could not be

displayed, including the new Merlin-VSI crusher.

The year 2002 has been a year of success for

the Titon series. Not only has Sandvik BPI

achieved gigantic drilling capacities with these

machines; the sales successes have been equally

spectacular. After the product launch last year,

many companies have been convinced of the

advantages of the new drilling rigs series. The

machines have been sold in many countries in

Europe and even in the US, and are proving their

worth in daily use.

Since the launch of the Titon 500 in June 2001,

at the fair in Hillhead, it has been full steam ahead

for the latest development from Sandvik BPI.

In Intermat 2003 Sandik Tamrock is presenting

Axera T11 DATA, a computer controlled three

boom electrohydraulic jumbo. It is designed espe-

cially for tunnelling and cavern excavation in 20-

160 m2 sections. 

Some examples of the projects where Axera

tunnelling jumbos have been showing their perfor-

mance in extremely demanding conditions are the

railway projects between Oslo and Asker in

Norway and a Gotthard Alptransit in Switzerland.

The ultimate flexibility of the Axera jumbos was

proven in the Toulnustouc project in Québec

where Sandvik Tamrock built a machine to meet

the special requirements no other supplier were

able to.

Rammer, part of Sandvik Mining and

Construction, will use its appearance at Intermat

exhibition to celebrate 25 years of expertise and

innovation in the hydraulic hammer business and

to unveil a revolutionary new remote monitoring

system that is designed to help minimize

unscheduled downtime and maximize hammer

productivity.

The Remote Monitoring Analyzer (RAMONA)

utilises advanced electronics contained within the

hammer housing to deliver real-time condition and

performance data to the operator. By identifying

abnormalities in operating conditions, RAMONA

allows the operator to pre-empt potential catas-

trophic failures before they occur.

Sandvik Rock Drilling Tools will release two

major products at the show. A totally upgraded

CAPP bit range called “CAPP Black Label” which

is improved with more aggressive designs, new

insert shapes and Dual Proprety cemented car-

bide as standard for parts of the product range.

The new more aggressive bits drill faster and

longer with improved productivity compared to

their predecessors. Sandvik Alpha 330 which is a

drilling tool system (rods and bits) specially devel-

oped for drifter drilling of 45 mm holes in the pow-

erfull hydraulic hammers of today. To be able to

make a significant leap in performance, Sandvik

has brought the development of the new product

line in a totally new direction, away from the exist-

ing standards. Performance tests show a service

life increase of 30 to 80% for the new Sandvik

Alpha system..

The Liebherr Group will have more than 25

products on display from every area of its exten-

sive construction-machinery programme at the

2003 Intermat. The open-air exhibition stand will

cover an area more than 4000 m2. Many innova-

tions will be shown, together with a broad selec-

tion of the full product range.

A special highlight will be the world premiere of

the new “4” series of Liebherr crawler tractors, but

Liebherr will also have many new items on display

from its tower cranes, crawler and mobile crane,

hydraulic excavator and mixing technologiy prod-

InterIntermat 2003mat 2003
a pra preview of the major new preview of the major new products to be displayed in Parisoducts to be displayed in Paris
frfrom May 13 to 17, 2003om May 13 to 17, 2003
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uct areas.

The 154EC-HM 6 FU.tronic is a new top-slew-

ing tower crane. Liebherr will also have the 27 TT

fast erecting crane with double telescopic action

and the 280 EC-B 12 Litronic and 420 EC-H 16

Litronic top-slewing cranes on display.

At Intermat, where the PR 734 Litronic is being

launched, Liebherr’s crawler tractors enter a new

era. This model is the first in the fourth-generation

model line, with a service weight of 22 tonnes and

an engine rated at 147 kW (200 hp). A decisive

step forward compared to the previous model is

the significant drop in fuel consumption. Another

important feature is the redisigned cabin, which is

more spacious than before and has joysitck levers

for travel and power hydraulics that have been

ergonomically optimized for easier operation.

Volvo Construction Equipment will occupy

nearly 3,600 m2 of indoors and 3,000 m2 of out-

doors exhibit space at Intermat 2003.

All product groups in Volvo Construction

Equipment’s comprehensive range of equipment

will be represented – wheel loaders, articulated

haulers, motor graders, excavators and compact

construction equipment.

Volvo Construction Equipment will showcase

the latest members of its E-series Wheel Loaders

– the Volvo L60E, Volvo L70E, Volvo L90E and the

Volvo L110E, as well as new B-series wheeled

excavators – the Volvo EW160B and the Volvo

EW180B – and a new crawler excavator – the

Volvo EC160B.

Pinguely-Haulotte, is the 3rd largest manufac-

turer in the world and the European leader in

aerial work platforms.

Placing the customer and innovation at the

centre of Pinguely-Haulotte's concerns enabled

the third largest manufacturer of aerial work plat-

forms in the world to expand its platforms range,

listing today no less than 40 models and to diver-

sify its commercial range thanks to its telehan-

dlers and self-propelled cranes range called Easy

Crane.

The recent foundation of the joint-venture

Faresin-Haulotte enables the company to inte-

grate the market of telescopic handlers with a

new range of 6 models. 

These telehandlers and the Easy Crane range

will of course be shown at the next Intermat. Also

on display: the New HA28PX and HA32PX articu-

lated booms designed to respond to the needs of

working at heights of 28 and 32 meters; the New

Compact 10N electric scissor lift designed to

respond to the needs of working at a height of 10

meters; the New Toolbox 6 vertical mast designed

to respond to the needs of working at a height of

6 meters and ideally suited for maintenance works

in the most congested areas.

SSAB Swedish Steel, the most important pro-

ducer of specialist steel in Scandinavia will put the

emphasis on its Hardox and Weldox ranges of

products. These high strenght and highly weldable

alloys are used in the manufacturing of many

types of equipment from dumpers to cranes.

Ascorel will display at Intermat many updates

to its range of electronic products for crane safety

and weighing systems.

For the second time Frutiger Baumaschinen

will be exhibiting at Intermat. The Swiss company

focuses on niche products such as its scrape-

dozers and its Moby Dick wheel washing units.

This year, the company will introduce the SR

3000 Tiger scrape-dozer which features the revo-

lutionary Hydro Steering System (HSS). The exca-

vation bucket of this machine can take a full 15

m3 of material. It is powered by a Mercedes OM

501 LA engine and has a ZF WG 260 Ergopower

transmission.

Mecalac, recognized for its multifunction

machines will introduce a new concept of wheeled

and crawler excavators which incorporate the

Mecalac boom into a more conventional carrier.

The first model, named 714 fits in the 13 tonnes

range will make its world debut at Intermat.

Ahlmann will launch a new concept of wheel

loader at Intermat. By adding a telescopic boom

to its existing swivelling boom model, the new

AS90 tele can cover a much wider working range

as well as picking up or unloading material at

much higher heights.

With its new range of articulated tandem

rollers, BOMAG justifies once again its position as

the world leader in the compaction industry. The

BW 161 AD-4 and BW 202 AD-4 of 10 and 11

tonnes, set new standards for performance,

design, safety and service friendliness.

The Series 4 is of course available with

“Asphalt Manager”. This automatically controlled

compaction system always provides the maximum

compaction power per pass; and the driver can

see all the important information he needs: for

example, the current effective amplitude, the tem-

perature of the asphalt surface and the “Evib“

value for the increase in compaction. The user can





determine the exact number of passes to meet

the density and quality requirement during laying. 

Metso Minerals will unveil its new Nordberg

ST351 mobile screening plant equipped with the

revolutionary SmartScreen™ technology. The

IC300 automate supervises the starting up phase

and makes all the adjustments automatically in

order to achieve the optimum screening. The

SmartScreen™ system also supervises the key-

functions of the machine during operation as well

as the shutting down phase insuring a longer

component life and a better reliability. 

Perkins Engines Company Limited will be

exhibiting a full range of products and services

tailored specifically to meet the needs of the con-

struction industry at Intermat.

The power range begins with the 400 Series.

On display will be the 403C-11 Electropak and the

404C-22T.

Moving up the spectrum is the 800 Series and

Completing the range of power are engines from

Perkins 1100 Series, a family of nine engines

models dedicated to off-highway applications,

offering a power choice from 39-130 kW (53 to

175 hp). On display at Intermat are the 1104C-

E44TA and the 1106C-E60TA. 

She may be a big girl with an oversized rear

but Bell Equipment’s 50-ton Articulated Dump

Truck (ADT) is geared to become a popular addi-

tion to the mining and construction industries

worldwide.

Sporting the same eye-catching curves that

have transformed the rest of the D-series range,

the B50D unit turned heads at its launch at Electra

Mining, the southern hemisphere’s premier mining

exhibition held in Johannesburg in October, where

Bell Equipment was recognised as the world’s

only manufacturer of a 6x6 50-ton ADT. The B50D

will be officially launched into Europe at Intermat.

The B50D is driven by the modern V8

Mercedes Benz OM502LA engine, a 16 litre motor

with two turbochargers. Gross torque is 2 200Nm

at 1 200 rpm while maximum power is 350kW at

1800 rpm. A six-speed planetary autoshift trans-

mission in combination with a single speed trans-

fer box distributes the torque to the front and rear

axles. Two-speed differentials are used to

enhance gradeability, as well as high speed capa-

bility. The two-speed differentials are automatically

controlled with no driver intervention or vehicle

stoppage.

The 50 tonne payload will be carried in a 28,2

m3 bin that has been designed with the mining

industry in mind. The bin will be produced with

450 Brinell and 500 Brinell hardness liners as

standard. The B50D features a heavy duty rear

chassis to carry the larger bin and load.

Intermat gives Michelin the opportunity to con-

firm its role as a key player in the earthmover and

civil engineering world.

Michelin offers not only a large range of tires

for each machine and its specific uses but also a

package of on-site services to guarantee an opti-

mum level of performance and productivity.

Amongst the latest products developped for

the earthmover machines, the Michelin X-Quarry

and Michelin X-Haul for rigid haulers, and the

Michelin XTS for scrapers must be mentioned.

The company will also feature its Michelin Stabil’X

XZSL, the first and only range of radial tires for

skid steers.

Michelin complements its offer in the building

and civil engineering sectors with two new sizes in

the Michelin XZSL range, 405/70 R20 and 335/80

R20 specifically produced for compact loaders

and telescopic handlers.

In the trucking sector, Michelin will display the

Michelin XZY 3, a tire for all wheel positions

whether on semi-trailers or on steer axle for trac-

tors or rigid trucks. Available since November

2002, this tire looks likely to become the reference

for public works contractors as well as logging,

refuse, recycling, and agricultural companies.

Atlas Copco willwelcome visitors on two areas

that will offer a comprehensive panorama of solu-

tions best suited to specific needs.

An indoor stand will be devoted to Rock

Drilling, Construction and Rock Exploration. An

outdoor stand will gather portable compressors

and generators.

One of the latest addition to the Atlas Copco

Range of crawler drill rigs is the ROC L7 CR (short

mast version). It is the first Atlas Copco rig which

can tackle virtually any type of surface drilling job

in quarries and open pit mines of any sizes.

Atlas Copco Secoroc will be showcasing three

brand new products over and above its already

extensive range of rock drilling tools.

The HM 3000 from Atlas Copco Construction

Tools closes the gap between the best-selling

HM 2600 and HM 4000 models. Like all hammers

in the range, it is fitted with SmartSelect and

AutoControl as standard, while DustProtector and

ContiLube II are optional extras.

JCB will strengthten its Heavyline and

Compact ranges with the addition of two brand

new machines at Intermat.

Giving added weight to its Articulated Dump

Truck offering will be the JCB 722, a 20 tonnes,

twin rear axles machine which will be aimed at the

key UK, European and North American markets.

Other machines that will not be coming to

North America soon will be launched at the show,

the JCB 8080 excavator designed to compete in

the 7-8 tonnes class and JCB Micro and JCB
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Micro Plus mini-excavators.

In addition, JCB will launch the compact and

manoeuvrable JCB 533-105 Loadall telescopic

handler to mainland European markets following

its success in the UK in the house building sector.

Manitou, the world leader for rough terrain

handling, is launching a new model in the

Manitransit range, the TMT 320 S. This telescopic

truck-mounted forklift is the latest addition to the

existing 12 model range.

The French company will also expand its range

of heavy duty telescopic handlers with the new 10

tonnes MHT 10100 L Turbo. With this machine

Manitou offers the widest range on the market in

the 6.5 to 16 tonnes class with 5 models. 

Up until now, bucket mixers existing on the

market have been in the form of a bucket

equipped with an endless screw. A disadvantage

of this type of machine lies in the fact that the

material tends to be pushed towards one end of

the bucket.

The distinguishing fact about the BR 500

bucket mixer made by the French company

S.A.R.L. BR is that the material is mixed by a

paddles mounted on two rotating shafts, insuring

a perfectly homogeneous mixture of the mortar.

The clam-shell shape of the bucket also makes

loading the material very easy. The operator only

has to dig into the material and close the bucket.

Contrary to endless screws, the paddle system

does not dictate through which end of the bucket

the mortar can be poured. 

Maintenance is also reduced because of the

system of paddles. When replacement is needed,

paddles can be changed one at a time, without

having to remove the shaft.

Furthermore, the transmission system does not

require a lot of hydraulic energy. The engine of the

machine can run at low revolutions, reducing the

fuel consumption and the impact on the environ-

ment.

On a joined stand with Tracto-Technik, the

German manufacturer Prime Drilling will be pre-

senting its product range of midi and maxi size

Horizontal Directional Drilling  rigs.

Within three years the company has developed

from a newcomer to the largest European manu-

facturer of HDD rigs in the range of > 20 t. To date

it has sold 28 drilling rigs between 25 and 350 t

pulling force capacity to 13 different countries

world-wide. The largest drilling rig, which has

been produced so far, is a 350 t drilling rig devel-

oping a massive 120,000 Nm of rotational torque.

Prime Drilling has satisfied their customers

demands by producing a reliable and quality built

product.  Also inspiring trust with first-class tech-

nical support and service on job sites all around

the world. Allied Bentonite mixing and recycling

systems, pump aggregates, drill rods, reaming

and drilling tools are also manufactured by Prime

Drilling. They are made using highly skilled labour

working with high grade materials and produce

reliable components, delivered on time to cus-

tomers exact requirements.  A complete guaran-

teed HDD package.

Due to tight household means, economical

techniques for the new installation, sanitation and

renewal of sewage pipes are very popular.

Renewal measures are often only taken into

account when non-repairable damages or static

problems arise. Network operators should always

check the investment of a new pipe, as this will

guarantee “peace” for a longer period of time.

In the meantime renewal measures with the

closed construction method in accordance with

static and dynamic berstlining method have been

proved worthwhile. Especially the static berstlining

method with the Grundoburst has a high effi-

ciency due to the incomparable short set-up times

and simplicity to use.  It is not unusual to carry

out the renewal of a bore length of 100 m in 2 – 3

hours. A special version for use in a pit has been

developed for the French market.

When driving through the old pipe path the old

pipe made of stoneware, concrete, steel, PE, grey

cast and even cast iron, is cut open with the rele-

vant roller blade technique, or in the case of brittle

material, destroyed and pushed into the adjacent

soil. The bursting and displacement process is fol-

lowed by the installation of the pipe, which can be

the same size or one nominal size larger.

Depending on the installation depth, it is really

worth using from lengths of 25 m. The house con-

nections must be uncovered for the connecting

process. The method is compatible from ND 65 to

ND 600.

Tracto-Technik offers several alternatives,

especially in the house connection range:

1. The steerable Grundosteer-soil displacement

hammer for bore lengths up to 60 m, which works

without drilling fluid and can install sewage lines

up to OD 63 from a cellar into the connection pit.

2. The steerable Grundopit, smallest steerable

bore rig, which can work with or without drilling

fluid, installing pipes up to ND 150 out of a cellar.

Using the hammer bore head makes work in vary-

ing types of soil and brickwork possible.

3. Grundopull cable winch machine, which can

be used for exchanging lead pipes, as well as

plastic pipes ND 20 to ND 60.

Tracto-Technik will show these items and much

more at their stand at this year’s Intermat.

Paris, France
May 13th to 17th
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London Machinery Inc. Canada’s leading man-

ufacturer of Truck Mounted Concrete mixers dis-

played a host of new features at the World of

Concrete in Las Vegas in February. 

“These exciting new features are focusing on

reducing the cost of operation of our equipment

through improving safety and performance as well

as improving lifespan and reducing maintenance”

explained London Machineries Canadian Sales

Manager Robert Monchamp.

The new features highlighted were:
1. Radio remote controls eliminating the need

for cables and junction boxes at the rear of the

mixer. Mr. Monchamp explains “The rear controls

have been an area requiring regular maintenance,

we believe with the elimination of all wiring, plugs

and junction boxes at the rear of the mixer that

maintenance costs will be reduced

while allowing the operator to posi-

tion himself for maximum safety and

visibility. The controls have a range

of 1200’ and utilize a frequency hop-

ping system to ensure that any other

equipment will not affect them. 

2. Constant Speed Control main-

taining a fixed in transit speed of 2

RPM regardless of engine speed.

“Many mixers are traveling down the

road with the drums turning much

faster than necessary. With this unit

at a push of a button the mixer will automatically

be controlled ensuring safer travel, fresher con-

crete and much reduced drum wear,” stated Mr.

Monchamp. 

3. Rear Video Camera providing a full view from

the rear of the mixer complete with sound. 

4. Londox 220 Steel developed in partnership

with Algoma Steel Corporation this high man-

ganese alloy is said to have a higher Brinell hard-

ness for longer wearability. 

London MachinerLondon Machinery Showcases Many New Mixery Showcases Many New Mixer
FeaturFeatures at Wes at World of Concrorld of Concreteete
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5. Chute Assist a safety device neutralizing the

weight of the foldover chute to reduce the poten-

tial for injured fingers and back strains. 

6. Chute Stopper a device to reduce the risk of

stones falling from the discharge hopper from hit-

ting the road and damaging windshields. 

7. Acid resistant Tarp protecting the drum from

grease off the truck driveline and protecting the

chassis from acid used to clean the mixer. 

“London Machinery is dedicated to working

with our customers to advance the concrete

industry. The products we have shown here in Las

Vegas are all aimed at delivering more quality

concrete in a safe and cost effective way. London

Machinery only manufactures concrete mixers, it

is our focus and why we are considered the

Professional’s Choice” concluded Mr. Monchamp.

Each of the features mentioned are currently

available on London Mixers.

London Machinery is the leading manufacturer

of concrete mixers in Canada and ships their

products throughout North and South America.

Source: London Machinery

© 2001 Kobelco Construction Machinery America LLC

New Expeditor Mixer TNew Expeditor Mixer Trruckuck

An Autocar Xpeditor concrete mixer truck was

displayed at the 2003 World of Concrete Show in

Las Vegas recently, signaling the Autocar's intent

to broaden its vocational product offering.

According to Autocar vice president of sales and

marketing, Michael Popovich, the truck delivers

superior off-road traction, sta-

bility and productivity com-

pared to conventional mixer

trucks equipped with all-

wheel-drive. 

The truck is an Xpeditor

WX low-cab-over engine

(LCOE) mixer truck that combines the Dana-

Spicer Tire Pressure Control System – a lower

cost, lighter weight alternative to all-wheel drive

systems – and the exclusive Autocar T-Ride

Suspension, which is proven to maintain excellent

traction over rough, uneven terrain.

Based on systems proven in over 35,000 mili-

tary trucks, Tire Pressure Control systems

allow drivers to adjust tire pressures to the

conditions they encounter while the vehicle is

moving.  Using a dash-mounted display, the

operator can reduce or increase tire pressure

using the truck air system that also powers

brakes and other on-board systems.

Reducing tire pressure lengthens a tire's

footprint, putting more of the tire in contact

with the ground. This longer

footprint keeps tires from

sinking so far into soft

ground and delivers more

tractive energy to the sur-

face. 

In addition to better

traction, the weight advan-

tage of an Xpeditor WX with

Tire Pressure Control can be up to 2,000 lbs.

per vehicle compared to competitive trucks

with AWD. This weight savings allows opera-

tors to take full advantage of the mixer's

rated payload and increase the revenue gen-

erated by their vehicles. Better traction can

improve fuel economy and Tire Pressure

Control Systems require much less mainte-

nance than all-wheel drive systems. 

Source: Autocar



Purpose and Use
The main objective when using a liner inserted

by pulling is to improve the structural capacity of

the existing underground pipe.  The smooth, con-

tinuous inner surface of the lining ensures the

watertightness of the pipe and improves its

hydraulic capacity.  The materials used are also

corrosion-resistant.

Procedure
The liner is impregnated with resin at the job

site or at the factory before being transported to

the site in a refrigerated truck and inserted in the

pipe.

The liner is winched into the pipe through an

access pit, such as a manhole.  The ends must

then be sealed before the resin can be polymer-

ized.  Hot air is pumped into the liner to inflate the

pneumatic tube and force the liner against the

inner wall of the pipe.  Next, steam or hot water is

introduced to polymerize the resin.

A computer located above ground controls the

curing time of the resin, as well as the tempera-

ture and pressure during this period.

In cases where a pneumatic tube is used, this

is deflated and withdrawn once the resin has been

polymerized.  Next, the ends of the liner are

trimmed at the access pits. 

Materials
The liner is made from one or several layers of

felt, polyester or fibreglass.

Various types of thermosetting resins may be

used according to the specifications of the

selected process and the requirements of the pro-

ject.

Types of Pipes and Structures
Sewer mains and water mains of all types,

regardless of the material of which they are made,

may be restored using this method.  However, the

pneumatic tube technique is restricted to circular

pipes.

Some techniques are only used to install a con-

tinuous liner between two access pits, whereas

others also accom-

modate spot

repairs. 

The pipe to be

rehabilitated must

be at least 75 mm

in diameter.

Preliminary and
Complementary
Work

The pipe needs

to be thoroughly cleaned and all the debris,

deposits or obstacles that could impede the

installation of the liner removed.  A CCTV inspec-

tion of the pipe must also be carried out.

Service may have to be interrupted depending

on the duration of the work or the type of process

used.  Temporary services may have to be

installed to accommodate users. 

Reconnecting Laterals
House laterals are reinstated manually for man-

entry gravity pipes.  Robots are used on smaller

pipes.

House laterals for pressure pipes are either

individually excavated and reconnected or rein-

stated from the inside of the pipe with the help of

robots. 

Conditions and Limitations 
The efficiency of equipment and piping may be

reduced if work is carried out when the ambient

temperature falls below freezing.

During the insertion of the liner in pressure

pipes, it is important to eliminate the air pockets

trapped between the existing pipe and the liner. 

The transportation and installation time of the

liner is limited by the initial setting time of the

resin, which takes several hours.  

Deadlines and Timeframes
When materials (e.g. liner, resin) are not in

stock or special project requirements call for non-

standard products, lead time may have to be

extended by several weeks, depending on the

process used.

A pipe can generally be lined in a few hours,

excluding preparation time, which varies accord-

ing to the condition of the existing pipe (debris,

protruding laterals, etc.).

Testing and Monitoring
All routine tests applicable to the type of pipe

being rehabilitated must be carried out.

Tests are conducted to verify the quality of the

resin and, in the case of water mains, to ensure it

meets the NQ 3660-950 or NSF-61standard.

During the polymerization of the resin, the

applied temperature and pressure, as well as the

length of the process, must all be controlled.

After installation is complete, the thickness of

the liner must be checked.  This test may be car-

ried out on a sample of the finished product and

has to meet the technical requirements of the pro-

ject.

Status of the Technology
These processes were all originally designed

for underground municipal infrastructure applica-

CERIU Fact Sheets :CERIU Fact Sheets :
«Cur«Cured-In-Place Pipe (CIPP) Rehabilitation»ed-In-Place Pipe (CIPP) Rehabilitation»
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The Centre for Expertise and Research on

Infrastructures in Urban Areas (CERIU) is proud to

be teaming up with InfraStructures to publish its

fact sheets on new investigation and rehabilitation

technologies. 

Every issue of InfraStructures from now on will

feature one of the fact sheets from the CERIU

Compendium of Infrastructure Technologies, an

invaluable reference tool that has already become

a must for many infrastructure professionals.

Background and Origins of the
Compendium

Municipalities and other organizations are gen-

erally conservative when it comes to underground

infrastructure rehabilitation. For various reasons,

they are usually reluctant to become what they

see as “guinea pigs” for testing new technologies.

The lack of structured information and specific

standards in this regard, coupled with the limited

number of technology suppliers, are at the root of

this hesitation on the part of a great number of

potential users with regard to new technologies.

Moreover, given that the direct costs involved

in using new technologies can be, at the outset,

greater than those of a conventional solution,

those working in the innovative technology sector

can often find themselves in a vicious circle.

Because the rate of utilization for these new meth-

ods is low, they cannot offer competitive prices –

and administrations, forced to cope with heavy

budgetary restraints, are limited in their ability to

spend the money on trying these new technolo-

gies.

Compendium Description and Objectives
Taking all this into consideration and with the

objective of pursuing its mission to educate and

disseminate information – and after many months

of research, validation and collaborative efforts –

CERIU released its Compendium. The document

is divided up into two main sections, one devoted

to municipal pavements and the other to under-

ground infrastructure. Both are intended to guide

users through an analysis of alternative project

execution methods and to allay their fears and

uncertainties as to the use of new investigation

and rehabilitation approaches.

CERIU is now publishing these fact sheets in

InfraStructures for the very same reasons. This

information will enable you to increase your

awareness and familiarity with new technologies,

their operation, the conditions for their use and

the corresponding terminology so that you are

more apt to adopt them as part of your infrastruc-

ture maintenance program.

Obviously, the entire Compendium is a much

more complete source of information, offering

numerous fact sheets on a wide variety of tech-

nologies that have, for the most part, already been

applied in Quebec, along with project overviews

describing the experiences of individual munici-

palities that have ventured into the world of new

investigation or rehabilitation technologies. Both

sections feature a table summarizing the main fea-

tures of each technique, a list of suppliers and a

bilingual glossary explaining the corresponding

terms and expressions.

To obtain a copy of the CERIU Compendium of
Infrastructure Technologies, please contact CERIU’s
Céline Forest at (514) 848-9885, extension 272.at the
Centre d’expertise et de recherche en infrastruc-
tures urbaines (CERIU).
www.ceriu.qc.ca

tions.  They were developed in the United

Kingdom, the United States and, more recently,

Canada.  The process became popular in Quebec

in the 1990s.

Advisory Note
The information presented in this fact sheet is

provided for reference purposes only and in does

not relieve users of their own responsibility to

verify the accuracy of the information with the

contractors and suppliers involved.

All information is to be used in a support

capacity, as part of a broader management

approach which includes the analysis, planning

and management of urban infrastructure systems.

This implies the need for complementary applica-

tions designed to diagnosis the causes of dis-

tress, locate other nearby structures and carry out

additional operations.

To obtain a copy of the CERIU Compendium of
Infrastructure Technologies, please contact CERIU’s
Céline Forest at (514) 848-9885, extension 272.at the
Centre d’expertise et de recherche en infrastruc-
tures urbaines (CERIU).
www.ceriu.qc.ca

Take advantage of the popularity

of the InfraStructures website to

showcase your goods and services.

Webtrends™ statistics show that

over the last two years, the average

number of visitors on

www.infrastructures.com as grown

from 500 to 800 per day. Last

February it reached 1004 visitors per

day, each of them spending on

average 10:26 minutes browsing

through our pages.

Furthermore, there are more visits

during the weekdays and during

business hours. This leads us to

believe that visitors use

www.infrastructures.com as a work

tool, not just for play.

To know more about the numerous possibilities for advertising on

www.infrastructures.com, call us at (514) 233-1295

Over 1000 SessionsOver 1000 Sessions
Per Day in FebrPer Day in Februaruary ony on
wwwwww.infr.infrastructurastructures.comes.com
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